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Who will the candidate report to?
Will they have any direct reports?
What is the team structure (i.e. how many peers)?
Any difficulties facing the team (i.e. high turnover, not enough experience within the team, low sales)?
What is their line manager’s managerial style?

What are the main reasons that make people stay with the company?
What are the company's vision and values?
How would you describe the culture of the workplace?
Is relocation offered – if so, what will the company provide?
What's the highlights reel of the company? Beyond the role, what is your team doing that makes the role
exciting. This will help to sell candidates on why they would join you versus a competitor.
What are expectations around being in the office or WFH?

What will be a day in the life of this role?
Reason for the opening (acquisition, company growth, employee termination, employee
resignation)? If it’s a termination of an employee or an employee resignation, “What happened
to the previous person?”
How long has the position been open?

Will this hire have budget or P/L responsibilities?
What are the essential and nice-to-have skills for a candidate to be successful?
What three adjectives immediately come to mind to describe the candidate who will be hugely successful
in this role?
In order to be considered for the job, what are three non-negotiable must-haves for the candidate?

What are their most likely advancement or promotion opportunities?
What are the long-term objectives for this role (try to give three)?
What are the short-term objectives for this role (try to give three)?
Any additional information that you feel would be valuable for us to know?
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